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From top left:
Engels Kerzen’s Spring/Summer collection 2016.
MATTEO column for Finca candles.
The exclusive scented candle ‘Leonith’, MIRA, ODAS.
Engels’ organic candles.
Thomas Engels, executive director of Engels Kerzen GmbH.

Tradition and creativity for the highest quality
One heritage. One brand. Made in Germany. The Kempen-based candle
manufactory Engels Kerzen stands for contemporary, award-winning candle art
and ranks among the industry’s trendsetters. For customers worldwide, Engels
Kerzens’ candles stand for the highest quality in every detail.
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“We are proud of over 80 years of
company history and look forward to an
exciting future,” says Thomas Engels, who
manages the candle manufactory in the
third generation. The successful company
started off with producing traditional
church candles and added three additional
pillars to its portfolio over time: lifestyle,
premium and scent. Engels notes: “We see
ourselves as co-founders of what makes
a great candle today: an indispensable
accessory for special ambiances in living
spaces.”
The company’s innovative product portfolio
includes traditional christening candles,
gift candles, modern lifestyle, premium and
scented candles, sensual wellness candles,
as well as high-quality candle accessories,
such as lanterns, bowls or steles. What is
special about Engels Kerzen is that 100 per
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cent of the products are manufactured in
the company’s headquarters in Kempen.
Here, beautiful colours, new designs and
exceptional finishes are designed day
by day while the company puts special
emphasis on quality-assured material
selection and assessment of all ingredients
to protect health and the environment.
To foster the latter even further, Engels
Kerzen has combined exclusive, modern
candle design with plant-based, sustainable
ingredients for their most recent portfolio
addition. These organic products stand
for sustainable light pleasure without
hazardous toxins, while using plant-based
fuels such as sunflower or rapeseed oil, as
well as sustainable packaging. “We have
always been a forerunner in developing
innovative candle designs and colour
trends, but we create more than beautiful

accessories. In our manufactory, in which
we still produce many things by hand, we
have tested plant-based fuels for a long
time and have managed to develop various
organic products,” explains Engels. New
‘nature lights’ with refill systems in elegant
porcelain jars are as part of this special
range as pretty ‘country lights’ in preserving
jars with organic stearin, vegan scented
candles or luxurious aroma candles.
This exceptional love for candles, creativity
and high quality is sure to beautify many
more living spaces with luxurious aromas
and exclusive accessories in the future.
www.engels-kerzen.de

